
According to multidimensional models, two or three dimensions (e.g. emotional valence,

intensity, and dominance) can describe emotions, and this model has been widely used in

standardized bases of emotional stimuli.

Databases of emotional stimuli consist of emotional photographs (International Affective

Picture System, IAPS, Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008), words (Affective Norms for

English Words, ANEW, Bradley & Lang, 1999b), sounds (International Affective Digital

Sounds, IADS, Bradley & Lang, 1999a), and texts (Affective Norms from English Text,

ANET, Bradley & Lang, 2007). The most widely used database is the IAPS database

(Lang et al., 2008). It consists of a standardized set of emotionally evocative color

photographs and gives values for each following the three-dimensional approach.

Visual perception is influenced by brightness perception, size constancy, visual acuity,

contrast sensitivity, color discrimination, motion perception, depth perception, and

stereopsis (Capó-Aponte et al., 2009, p. 335).

Introduction

Participants: N = 130 (students); 90.77% female (M = 21 yo)

Research design: 2x2x2 three factor repeated measures

- Shape of lines: curved and angular

- Color: in color and black and white

- Rule of thirds: applied and not applied

Dependent variables:

- Emotional valence: pleasant-unpleasant

- Emotional arousal: low-high

- Emotional dominance: dominant-submissive

Material:

80 photographs edited —> 200 different photographs (20 per

category + 20 control)

Method Hypotheses and Results
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As different content—animals, landscape or objects—

evokes responses in different brain regions, a base of

stimuli equalized regarding the content as well as color,

size, luminosity, contrast, and the quality of photographs

is needed, as these elements are not controlled for in the

IAPS database.

The aim of this research was to assess emotional value

of landscape photographs (valence, arousal, and

dominance).

The purpose of creating a new database of emotional

photographs, would allow manipulation of factors of

interest for emotional processing without interfering

perceptive or content elements placed on photographs.
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Hypotheses –> result

Valence H: Higher valence (pleasantness) for rule of thirds applied. F(1,129) = 9.934, p = .002

H: Higher valence (pleasantness) for curved lines.    F(1,129) = 335.761, p < .001

H: Higher valence (pleasantness) for photographs in full color. F(1,129) = 193.359, p < .001

H(interaction): Photographs with curved lines and in full color are more pleasant. F(1,129) = 4.754, p = .031

Arousal Higher arousal for rule of thirds applied.         —> no differences   F(1,129) = 0.34, p < .561

Higher arousal for angular lines. F(1,129) = 54.703, p < .001

Higher arousal for photographs in full color.         —> black and white  F(1,129) = 10.513, p = .002

Dominance Higher dominance for rule of thirds applied.       —> no main effect

Higher dominance for angular lines.       —> no main effect

Higher dominance for black and white photographs.      –> in color F(1,129) = 17.718, p < .001

Interaction of curved lines, no rule of thirds, and in color highest dominance ratings. (not signifficant) 

Interaction of black and white, applied rule of thirds, and curved lines showed lowest dominance.   -II-

Figure 1. Mean values for valence, arousal and dominance considering type of lines, rule of thirds and color 
of the photographs


